77 cj5

Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search
Tools. Set an Alert? Dealership Showcased. Its finished in a nice Grabber blue wit This Jeep
CJ5 has been given investments for plenty of added ruggedness. And as you take a clo Check
out this Jeep CJ Original body, has a new rewired inline 6 engine with a 4 speed manu Great
running condition with dual exhaust. Built on fullsize axles locked front and rear built stroker
sbc 4 speed and Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently
tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept
under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered
with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a
one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a
matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood
speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers
for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are
included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service
records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th
Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in
Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was
originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being
relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver information center,
head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling. This Dodge Stealth
hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a one-owner original
car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal leather interior and is
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Rides. Thread: Ignition Help - 77 CJ5. Join Date May Posts 1. Ignition Help - 77 CJ5 I need some
serious and fast help. My girl is in the shop now. They cannot get it started. She is a CJ5 4. It is
almost all original until the ignition issue. Original coil is fine and new ones have been tested
and it is not the coil. What they have narrowed it down to is the module. They have been
through 11 modules and everyone keeps popping and not sending enough amps to keep it
running. Has anyone ran into this before? How did you fix it? Do I need to find a Prestolite
ignition module? They have not tried a Prestolite and crown is the only one that I have found
that makes it. I want to keep this as original as possible, whereas they want to upgrade to a new
ignition distributor bypassing the need for that module, coil and so on. I look forward to hearing
back from many of you with any advice on getting it started. Quick fixes are so named for how
long they stay fixed. If you run out of gas, no matter which way you decide to push, the closest
gas station will always be uphill and in the other direction. Corollary: The likelihood of running
out increases when all of the nearby gas stations are closed. We cannot accurately judge the
trajectory of a speeding critter cat, dog, sasquatch. Join Date Jul Posts 4, Re: Ignition Help - 77
CJ5 if the distributor has been taken out. The cause of it may be that the spark is not hitting the
roter where you think it should be hitting. Happened to me with a 94 yj, the spark was hitting on
the very end of the roter, not in the middle. May have to play with the distributor to get it right. I
couldn't figure out the problem, the dealership was puzzled at first, but then got it figured out.
The distributor was not in the correct place. Forum related. Replies: 1 Last Post: , AM. Replies: 6
Last Post: , PM. Replies: 3 Last Post: , PM. Replies: 2 Last Post: , PM. Replies: 4 Last Post: , PM.
Join thousands of other Jeep fans as we tackle Wrangler problems and more. You'll be able to
meet friends, as well as get help repairing and upgrading your Jeep. All times are GMT The time
now is PM. Log in Remember Me? Log in Forgotten Your Password? Don't have an account yet?
A great example of the ""If it ain't broke, don't fix it"" philosophy, the Jeep CJ5 enjoyed an
unbelievable year production run, cutting its teeth as a bona fide descendant of the Willys
military vehicles put to work in the aftermath Rear is S, gears, coil over Built on fullsize axles
locked front and rear built stroker sbc 4 speed and Frame off restroA? Lifted and widened 10'
with drive train from 73 Wagoneer with Dana 44 gearing Chevy rebuild with Edelbrock intake
and carb, dual exaustA? Manual 4 speed Great running condition with dual exhaust. New paint
and new high back leather seats. New plugs and wires, rebuilt rear end with all new brakes This
jeep is currently being Complete restoration, no costs spared. All metal body. AMC V-8 engine
and 3 speed manual transmission. Rebuilt motor with miles , new transmission. New clutch.
New exhaust. New seats. New tires 33' BF Goodrich all terrain. This is a completely restored
Jeep CJ-5 from California. The car has many options including. Ford Windsor V-8 engine-3

speed manual transmission- New New sticker. No rust as body replaced with new fiberglass tub
and shell. It has the inline 6 with a ford rts bolted to it, this gives it an overdrive gear allowing
Has new wheels, tires and carburetor. Also all lig Does run and drive. No rust. Please call or text
with any questions. If no answer, please Sort By. Date recent Price highest first Price lowest
first. Autozin Jeep 77 jeep CJ5. Sort by Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. On page
20 40 Yonkers, NY. Make offer. Spearfish, SD. Fort Worth, TX. Cadillac, MI. Calabasas, CA.
Seller: Recycler. Other Jeep Models. Login or Sign Up. Forums Articles. Posts Latest Activity.
Page of 1. Filtered by:. Previous template Next. Hi all! Just bought a 77 CJ5 a couple weeks ago.
The steering has a few inches of play in it. When I turn the steering wheel back and forth, the
steering column turns above the steering box, but the lower arm doesn't turn. Any suggestions
on steps to tighten up the steering? Tags: None. Does it have power steering? No non power.
Mine has a few inches of play in it with power steering unhooked.. Being a cj with drag links and
all that I wouldn't be too worried til you hear the tie rod ends popping.. Comment Post Cancel. If
its been wheeled, or original, there is a good chance the steering box is worn out. As mentioned
above, there are several places to look for "play" at the steering wheel. TREs whether at the
drag link or tie rod. I would inspect the steering linkage for play? There are some U joints and a
slip shaft before the steering box. If its not there, then I would look at the steering box. While
there is a tension screw on the top of the steering box Would need too look into a new steering
box. My CJ7 had Huge improvement. Rescue Diver. After replacing a lot of front end
components in my CJ and still having too much play in the wheel, I added a steering box brace
and it made a big difference! The box is only supported from one side from the factory. Putting
a brace from the box to the opposite frame rail removes a lot of flex. Thank you so much for all
of the suggestions!!! There really doesn't seem to be much play at all in the column itself, just
mainly in the steering box. I didn't realize the issue with the one sided support of the steering
box either! Yes No. OK Cancel. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must
have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. The
Spartacus Bumper features a satin black powder-coated finish on a sturdy 11 gauge stamped
steel construction. Designed to work with any winch models. This modular design gives your
Jeep a custom look able to conquer any terrain. A bumper that offers as many looks as it does
possibilities. Rugged Ridge's Tire Carrier maintains full mobility of the rear tailgate and
eliminates the cumbersome two-stage opening process present in other designs for easy use.
The receiver hitch kit from Rugged Ridge offers a sturdy attachment point for the rear of your
Jeep which makes towing your toys a breeze. This aluminum alloy constructed wheel gives a
sleek style to your JK Wrangler. Available in a variety of sizes and finishes some would say it
emulates rotary style phone. Exclusively designed for Rugged Ridge this new wheel offers
exceptional performance styling as well as functionality with built in valve stem protec
2010 prius backup camera aftermarket
1998 pontiac grand am parts
jeep tj parts catalog
tion. Rugged Ridge's modular designed wheel that comes in a variety of sizes and finishes.
Optional rock rings and center caps can allow you to customize your wheels. The classic
D-Window wheel is one of the most recognized wheels in the industry. Made of stamped heavy
gauged steel with a black powder coated finish. Please Select Find Reset. This heater hose
fitting screws into the head or the water pump to all This wire heater hose clamp from Omix fits
Willys CJ models, pic This heater core from Omix fits all Jeep CJ models. This pair of plastic
defroster ducts from Omix fits Jeep CJ7 and This factory-style heater switch from Omix has 3
speeds 4 terminals This replacement heater defroster hose from Omix fits Jeep CJ5, This
defroster duct from Omix fits Jeep CJ models. This replacement black plastic defroster duct
from Omix fits Jee This fresh air box with brackets from Omix fits Jeep CJ5 and Shop By. Clear
All. Community Poll. What do you drive? All Rights Reserved. Year Please Select

